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Leaming the Lessons of the Father 

by 
Michael Kuhne 

Rev. of Days of Obli2ation; An Arzyment with My Mexican Father. by 

Richard Rodriguez. New York: Penguin, 1992. 230 pages. Paper. 

$11.00. 

When Richard Rodriguez published his autobiography Hun2tr of 

Memory in 1982, conservatives involved in the debates over bilingual education 

and affirmative action were quick to appropriate his position as theirs. Rodriguez 

argued eloquently against bilingual education and against affirmative action 

based on race alone; in this, his argument was not very different from the line of 

reasoning pursued by Dinesh D'Souza in Illiberal Education, a comparison I wish 

I did not have to make. With the publishing of Days of Obli2ation. the rush to 

appropriate Rodriguez for a cause continues, even onto the book's cover, where 

the publisher splashes the words of a critic: "[Rodriguez] doesn't kowtow to 

political correctness. He shuns the pack, rides alone. He writes a lonely line of 

individualism, the grandeur and grief of the American soul." The critic writes 

this in spite of Rodriquez's admonishments against the unreality of individual

ism: "the American ideology of individualism is always at war with the experience 

of our lives, our culture. As long as we reject the notion of culture, we are able to 

invent the future" (163-64). At least two other blurbs claim Rodriguez for a 

political cause, but then again, 1992 was a year of Quaylean culture wars, where 

one was either a cultural elitist or a cultural pluralist. This manichean perspec

tive diminishes the richness of Days of Obli2ation, as bi-polar arguments invari

ably do. 

In the book's ten chapters and introduction (eleven loosely connected 

essays, really), the argument in which Rodriguez ostensibly engages his father 

regards the vision each has of California (Rodriguez's home state), of Mexico 
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(his father's birthplace), and of lifie. The argument · d 1 · ·h d· 1 1s ea t wit 1rect y only 
once: 

When I was fourteen and my father was fifty, we toyed with the argu

ment that had once tom Europe, South from North, Catholic from 
Protestant, as we polished the blue DeSoto. 

"Life is harder than you think, boy." 

"You're thinking of Mexico, Papa." 

"You'll see" (202). 

On the one hand, I thought the book would be more focused on Rodriguez's 

father and on father-son relationships; on the other hand, his father is never far 

away as Rodriguez essays a variety of topics. Each essay, in one form or another, 
confronts the argument's center. 

Those interested in teaching literature courses about the American West 

or California literature will find Days of Obli2ation a watershed of intellectually 

thoughtful reflections and arguments. At its heart, the book explores a series of 

intersections: between Mexico City ( the largest city in the world) and Los 

Angeles ("the second-largest Mexican city in the world" [1531); between Catho

lic community and Protestant individualism; between the past and the present 

and the future. Rodriguez writes about California as the western frontier of the 

American mindset and as the northern promise (of hope? of despair? of profit? of 

loss?) of the Mexican mindset. The essay "Sand" explores the vapid, childish 

glory 0 ~ Los Angeles; "In Athens Once" the ethereal quality of Tijuana. Every

where m the book is Rodriguez, the Catholic, the catolico, the clinging intellec

tual, trying to live the lives of saints, sin, and dark cathedrals. There is also 

Rodriguez, the man of Catholic aesthetics (meaning broad in tastes, sympathies, 

and interests), writing about homosexuality and Victorian tastes ("Late Victori

ans"), or his own religious-studies at Union Theological Seminary, the United 

States' Protestant home of high intellectualism ("The Latin American Novel"). 

Each essay offers plenty for the reader to ponder, but the best essay is the last. 
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"Nothing Lasts a Hundred Years" deals with many of these issues, but of 

all the essays in the book, it is the one most about his father, a man who dreamt 

of sailing to Australia, but who instead ended up in Sacramento making false 

teeth. In this essay, the best of Rodriguez's tragic sensibilities (traiic in the 

Greek sense) arise. He writes about the strange juxtaposition of the Rodriguez 

family's First Communicants and the pictures (one for each of the four children) 

in front of Sutter's Fort (strange, since Sutter intended the fort to "be a Euro

pean settlement ... a wall against the Indians"[211]); and yet, his "father is 

absent from all the photographs" (219). He writes about watching The Ballad of 

Davy Crockett on television with his father, how the "Mexicans surrounding 

Walt Disney's Alamo are buffoons .... My father returns to his newspaper" 

(222). Rodriguez declares that "in Mexico my father had the freedom of doves" 

(230). And yet, "he ended up in Sacramento in a white coat, in a white room, 

surrounded by shelves of grinning false teeth. Irony has no power over my 

father" (228). And, in the most poignant moment of the essay, at the point 

where perhaps the argument of the book's title is settled (for now), he writes, 

"My father remains Mexican in California. My father lives under the doctrine, 

under the very tree of Original Sin. Much in life is failure or compromise; like 

father, like son" (219). The day of obligation is that day when Rodriguez learns, 

as he must, as he is compelled to do, the lessons of his father. 
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Teaching as an Unfinished Conversation 

by 
Ilene Alexander 

Rev. of Seeini Yourself as a Teacher: Conversations with Five New 

Teachers in a University Writini Promm, by Elizabeth Rankin. 

Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1994. 137 pages. Paper. $12.95; $9.95, members. 

You can pick up a copy of Seeini Yourself as a Teacher, flip to the back 

cover's promotional blurb, and find a very accurate description of the questions, 

topics, and ideas you'll encounter in this slim NCTE published volume: 

Rankin invites us to listen as the new teachers talk about everything 

from their relationships with students to their pedagogical theories to 

their ideas about their roles as writing teachers. She also invites us to 

reflect, as she does, on some of the questions that emerge from these 

conversations: How do we integrate the personal and professional in our 

lives? Why do some teachers resist the whole concept of theory? How 

do the teachers we've known influence the teachers we will be? Why do 

some people struggle more than others to see themselves as teachers? 

What the blurb will not tell you is this: the conversations between 

Rankin and five new teachers, between these teachers and the book's readers, 

between Rankin-as-ethnographer and Rankin-as-teacher, and among genera

tions of teachers ( including the many generations represented in one single 

teacher) are absolutely absorbing, provocative, useful, and renewing. Like 

Rankin, "I plunged ahead, reading the T As, reading their students, reading 

(always) myself" (3). 

Because this is a short book I was able to read it twice-once at a quick 

pace while I was teaching, again over a more leisurely winter break; each time I 

was drawn most closely to the conversations involving Rankin and two teaching 

assistants identified as Keith and Meredith. Of the five teaching assistants-also 

including Mike, Peter, and Alex-only Keith and Meredith are represented in 
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